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PART I
Career Ladder Philosophy for Public Service and Outreach Faculty
Introduction
The University of Georgia (UGA) is a large and diverse land- and sea-grant
institution charged with the responsibility of developing and carrying out an
educational program of outstanding quality for the people of the State of Georgia
and beyond. A crucial element of that commitment is a public service and
outreach program responsive to the larger society that sustains the university.
Public service consists of the application of knowledge through research,
instruction, and outreach in the solution of problems confronting today’s everchanging and increasingly complex society.
The fact that professional personnel pursue lifetime careers in university public
service is evident at UGA, which has one of the largest, most comprehensive,
and most impactful outreach organizations of any university in the world.
The development and progression of a truly strong public service and outreach
program at the University of Georgia is dependent to a large degree on a welldefined, objective career track with specific standards, requirements, and titles
appropriate for appointment and promotion of non-tenure track public service
and outreach faculty.

Public Service and Outreach Faculty Track
The guidelines specified in this document provide factors to be considered for
making initial appointments to public service and outreach non-tenure faculty

rank and judgments about the promotion of public service and outreach
faculty. Public service and outreach faculty conduct professional activities that
differ from those performed by tenured teaching and research faculty in ways
that make the traditional criteria for appointment and promotion inadequate or
inappropriate for public service and outreach faculty. At the same time, as full
members of the academic community, public service and outreach faculty
conform to the institution’s pursuit of intellectual excellence to the highest
extent possible, particularly as they are exemplars of the engaged institution, and
should be at the forefront of applying scholarship to meet the challenges of
society. Furthermore, they should possess academic credentials and professional
experience required by any outstanding institution of higher education.
The qualifications for appointment and promotion of public service and
outreach faculty are directly related to the competencies and requirements
specified in a public service faculty member’s individual job description and
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work plan, and whether they meet the guidelines for quality and success of
the public service and outreach performance corresponding to the respective
faculty rank described in this document. Progression through the public
service and outreach career track is expected.

Public Service and Outreach Function
The University of Georgia public service and outreach function is principally
involved in the identification, development, and rendering of service in
partnership with an external organization or group (broadly defined to include
community groups, governmental agencies, businesses, nonprofit and nongovernment organizations, educational institutions, or other entities external to
the university) in support of their own purposes and operations. Public service
and outreach faculty respond to an array of society’s needs and rely heavily
upon the integration of knowledge from many disciplines as well as the
application of an experience-based understanding of real-world relationships
and phenomena.
Public service and outreach faculty have continuing, direct contact with
citizens and officials in their own environments and are deeply involved with
state, local, and community leaders in the areas of needs assessment, program
development, leadership, training, consultation, and technical assistance. They
spend much of their time in a broad range of activities that require effective
communication skills, relevant field experiences, and disciplined practice.
Their activities provide opportunities to collaborate with other university
faculty in service-learning activities, internships, university community
partnerships, academic credit instruction, sponsored research, and publications.
Public service and outreach faculty furnish leaders and groups locally, nationally,
and internationally with objective research results and other resource information
for decision-making and assist those groups with capacity building,
implementation, and evaluation. They conduct applied research, design and
conduct feasibility studies, field-test basic knowledge, develop procedural and
technical manuals, and provide group instruction and facilitation both on and off
campus. All of this activity requires a high level of study, organization of
information, and written and oral presentations characterized by clarity and
directness of expression. Contributions to the body of knowledge are found in
peer-reviewed publications and many other scholarly products that assure new
information is communicated to broader audiences and updated approaches are
added to fields of study and practice.
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Definitions and Requirements of Public Service and Outreach Rank
The public service and outreach career track is comprised of a provisional
faculty position, Public Service Professional, and four categories of public
service faculty rank: Public Service Representative, Public Service Assistant,
Public Service Associate, and Senior Public Service Associate.
The following guidelines are for the provisional faculty position, Public Service
Professional, and explain the requirements.
Public Service Professional
1. This position is reserved for individuals who demonstrate promise for
excellence in their geographic work assignment, but lack sufficient
professional body of work and/or an advanced degree in an appropriate
disciplinary field for appointment to public service assistant faculty
rank (See Note 1 on pages 5-6).
2. Progression towards earning an advanced degree is expected while in this
role. Once an advanced degree is earned, the candidate may apply for a
public service assistant faculty position through the current appointment
process (see “Appointment and Promotion upon Receiving an Advanced
Degree” on page 1617).
3. If lacking an advanced degree, a minimum of three years (counted
from the date of hire) as a public service professional is required before
appointment consideration to public service assistant. Appointment

4.

consideration without an advanced degree is deemed an exceptional
case. (See Note 1 on pages 5-6.)
A review must occur in the employee’s sixth year as a public service
professional (counted from the date of hire) to determine status for
possible faculty appointment or for continued employment as a public
service professional. (See Note 1 on pages 5-6.)

The following guidelines are for each public service faculty rank and explain the
requirements.
Public Service Representative
1. This title is reserved for those individuals who already hold this rank.
(As of July 1, 2015, no new appointments are made at the public
service representative rank.)
2. Competency should be supported through academic preparation and/or
experience appropriate to the duties and requirements of the position.
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3.

4.

Faculty members who rank as public service representatives usually do
not have advanced degrees in their fields. (Once an appropriate
advanced degree is earned, the candidate is expected to apply for
promotion toa public service assistant promotion.) (See “Appointment
and Promotion upon Receiving an Advanced Degree” on page 1617.)
If lacking an advanced degree, a minimum of three years as a public
service representative is required before promotion consideration to
public service assistant. Significant progress of accomplishments must
be documented showing clear and convincing evidence of moving
toward excellence in the criteria appropriate to the work assignments.

Public Service Assistant
1. As of July 1, 2015, the rank of public service assistant is the
sole entry level for public service faculty rank. This rank is
comparable to that of assistant professor.
2. Competency should be supported through academic preparation
and/or experience appropriate to the duties and requirements of
the position.
3. An advanced degree is expected. (See Note 2 on page 6.)
4. A documented record of professional growth and development is
required.
5. A documented record of consistent productivity of
superior quality in work assignments is required.
6. Demonstrated impact is required. (See Note 3 on pages 6-7.)
Public Service Associate
1. This rank is comparable to that of associate professor.
2. Competency should be demonstrated by academic preparation and
experience in a field appropriate to the duties of the position.
3. A terminal degree is expected. (See Note 4 on pages 7-8.)
4. A documented record of professional growth and development is
required.
5. A documented record of consistent productivity of
superior quality in work assignments is required.
6. Demonstrated impact is required. (See Note 3 on pages 6-7.)
7. A documented record of meaningful and synergistic collaboration is
required, which clearly specifiesying the impact of the
collaboration and the level of the candidate’s role and level of
contribution, and the overall impact of the collaboration.. (See Note
5 on pages 8-9.)
8. Tangible evidence of contributions to the body of knowledge or
practice in his/her chosen field is required. (See Note 6 on pages 8-9.)
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9.

Recognition as a regional and/or national leader in his/her field is
required. (Regional is defined as any area outside a person’s assigned
geographic responsibility, specified in the candidate’s job
description.)
10. In addition to meeting the criteria outlined above, aA minimum of
four years at the public service assistant rank is usually expected
(counted from the date of his/her appointment or last promotion,
including the current year). (See “Minimum Years in Rank on pages
14-1515-16.)
Senior Public Service Associate
1. This rank is comparable to that of professor.
2. Competency should be supported by academic preparation and/or
experience in a field appropriate to the duties of the position.
3. A terminal degree is expected. (See Note 4 on pages 7-8.)
4. A documented record of professional growth and development
is required.
5. A documented record of consistent productivity of superior
quality in work assignments is required.
6. Demonstrated impact is required. (See Note 3 on pages 6-7.)
7. A documented record of meaningful and synergistic collaboration is
required, which clearly specifiesying the impact of the
collaboration and the level of the candidate’s role and level of
contribution, and the overall impact of the collaboration. (See Note
5 on pages 8-9.)
8. Tangible evidence of contributions to the body of knowledge or
practice in his/her chosen field is required. (See Note 6 on page 89.)
9. Distinguished reputation as a national and/or international leader
in his/her chosen field is required.
10. In addition to meeting the criteria outlined above, aA
minimum of five years at the public service associate rank is
usually expected (counted from the date of his/her appointment
or last promotion, including the current year). (See “Minimum
Years in Rank” on pages 14-15-16.)
Note 1: Public Service Professional is a public service provisional faculty
position for highly qualified individuals who are expected to move into a public
service faculty role after completion of an appropriate advanced degree and
showing clear and convincing evidence of moving toward excellence in the
criteria appropriate to the work assignments.
If lacking an advanced degree, a minimum of three years (counted from the date of
hire) as a public service professional is required before appointment consideration to
public service assistant. Appointment consideration without an advanced degree is
deemed an exceptional case. In such a case, the candidate must show clear and
convincing evidence of moving toward excellence in the criteria appropriate to the
5

work assignments, demonstrate significant impact of the work assignments to
the communities he or she serves, and substantiate one’s own professional
development and unique expertise. To assure appropriate progress in this
position, a review must occur in the employee’s sixth year (counted from the
date of hire) to determine status for possible faculty appointment or for
continued employment as a public service professional.
The sixth year review process for all public service professionals is the
same as the public service promotion process outlined on pages 14-22
15-24 and will determine eligibility for appointment to public service
assistant. This process requires a full, professional dossier and approved
reviews at the college/unit level and university level. Once final
approvals are obtained for faculty eligibility, a faculty appointment
packet must be completed and sent to Faculty Affairs by the first day of
April for processing and President’s approval to take effect July 1st. If the
decision for appointment to public service assistant is not rendered, the
Director/ Dean may decide to continue the position as a public service
professional for a total of 10 years from the date of hire.
Note 2: Based on Southern Association of Colleges and Schools Commission
on Colleges (SACS) standards, faculty appointments require an advanced
degree (the master’s degree or higher) as a minimum expectation, unless
there is strong justification with documentation of an extensive professional
background.
Note 3: Documentation for promotion must demonstrate the impact of work
assignments on the communities or external organizations for which the
faculty member is serving. Impact should be substantiated throughout the
dossier with quantitative and/or qualitative evidence that conveys
significant and direct results of the faculty member’s unique expertise,
contributions, and collaborations. Impact is typically measured by its
applicability to society and whether it demonstrates a response to a pressing
issue or need.
Evidence of impact can be multifaceted due to the broad range of public
service and outreach activities. A progressive level of impact is expected as
the candidate advances through each public service rank. The following are
examples that are intended to be illustrative and not exhaustive, but may be
helpful in thinking about the impact of work.
•
•
•

Identify direct and indirect beneficiaries of candidate’s work: What
actions did the intended audience take as a result of this work?
Demonstrate how candidate’s efforts have been sustained and
transformative for a professional association, government agency,
or non-academic community.
Evaluate one’s own applied research to include potential or actual impact on
6

•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

policies and practices.

Provide quantitative evidence (e.g. increased production or
widespread adoption of a product or technique, changes in test
scores) and qualitative evidence (e.g., testimonials from clients,
reviews by knowledgeable scholars/critics).
Describe evidence of candidate’s innovation on clients or other end
users (e.g., local or regional adoption of original work or
recommended best practices).
Cite the influence of the candidate’s scholarly work within
his/her own disciplinary field.
Demonstrate impact of work that helped create new businesses, jobs,
promotions, or leadership opportunities.
Assess teaching effectiveness in formats and settings outside the
classroom, including the impact of learning on practice, application,
and policy.
Demonstrate impact of faculty member’s efforts to promote equity,
inclusion, and diversity.
Evaluate work based on systematic and ongoing peer evaluations.
Show advancement of knowledge, creation of new methodologies
or significant changes to existing methods, public benefits of
project or research findings, and communication with and validation
by peers regarding candidate’s successful efforts.
Describe mutually beneficial community-university partnerships
that address critical community needs.
Document one’s contributions to large scale projects and
grand challenges.
Compare project outcomes or research findings to pre-determined
benchmarks.
Demonstrate the effectiveness of novel approaches designed to
rapidly respond to critical needs of communities or external
organizations.

Note 4: The terminal degree is the highest degree offered within a discipline.
Some individuals, by virtue of their independent study, experience, and level
of performance, have accomplished far more than their level of formal
education would lead one to expect. In these exceptional cases, provisions may
be made to allow them to be hired and promoted to levels of rank and authority
commensurate with their talents. It is for these reasons that the requirement
for a terminal degree is not an absolute “must.”
However, for public service and outreach rank to be meaningful and worthy
of recognition, consistently high standards for promotion must be
maintained. When a candidate lacks a terminal degree, the primary basis of
the decision must be the performance of the candidate and the particular skills
that he/she brings to the institution. Consequently, the skill levels and the
quality of past performance must be of such merit that the candidate has
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earned at least regional recognition among professional colleagues for the
rank of public service associate and national recognition in the case of senior
public service associate.
The dean/director’s cover letter must state the appropriate terminal degree
for the discipline and that the candidate is asking for promotion without the
terminal degree and provide rationale for making this exception.
Note 5: In order to explore innovative ways to respond to the needs of
external constituents, public service and outreach faculty are expected to
form meaningful and synergistic collaborations with faculty and
professionals across disciplines and areas of focus.
Expected collaborations for promotion to public service associate include
one or more of the following categories; expected collaborations for
promotion to senior public service associate include two or more of the
following categories:
•

•
•

Collaboration with public service and outreach faculty in another
Public Service and Outreach Unit at UGA or with similarly ranked
faculty or professional associate with a mission of public service and
outreach at another accredited institution of higher education;
Collaboration with academic rank faculty at UGA or similarly
ranked faculty at another accredited institution of higher education;
Collaboration with professionals at appropriate agencies, associations,
organizations, or offices that are not clients or direct beneficiaries of the
candidate’s public service and outreach work, but in collaboration
extend the reach and impact of the candidate’s work.

Documentation for promotion must include clear evidence of the relevance,
benefit, and impact of collaboration(s) to address substantive public service
and outreach issue(s). Successful collaborations represent a collective effort
where there are shared responsibilities for significant portions of the design,
implementation, and/or delivery of a program, product, or service.
Collaboration should result in an enhanced scope and/or impact that likely
would not have occurred without the partnership.
the
The candidate’s role in collaboration must be clearly defined and the level
and/or extent of the candidate’s contribution to the collaboration must be
specified. A progressive level of leadership in collaboration(s) is expected as
the candidate advances from public service associate to senior public service
associate.
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Note 6: Academic-based public service work requires the creation of new
processes and programs that are grounded in the concepts and methods
of recognized disciplines, professions, and interdisciplinary fields. As such, this
work is expected to be shared with colleagues and constituents for discussion,
critique, and use. Knowledge dissemination ultimately assures that new
information is communicated to broader audiences and updated approaches
are added to fields of study and practice.
A level of tangible evidence of contributions to the body of knowledge or
practice is expected for public service associates and senior public service
associates commensurate with rank. For public service associates, evidence
should help define the candidate’s emerging stature as a regional or national
authority; and, for senior public service associates, outcomes should indicate
national or international recognition in their fields.
Examples include, but are not limited to, jointly or individually published
abstracts, papers, books, technical manuals, policy notes, monographs, or
case-reports; invited presentations at regional or national meetings; poster
presentations; association honors, awards, fellowships; evidence of
candidate’s work that has been referenced in the published literature or
adopted outside his/her geographic work area; serving as a reviewer or guest
editor for peer-reviewed journal; authoring or co-authoring conference
proceedings or white-papers; serving as a regional or national consultant or on
a review panel; participating as a discussant or expert authority for regional
and national forums; developing electronic programs or websites that have
been routinely accessed; evidence of candidate’s work picked up by regional
or national press.
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PART II
General Considerations for Public Service
and Outreach Faculty Rank and Functions
There are several types of faculty rank within the university. This section
describes general factors to be considered when making initial appointments to
public service and outreach faculty rank and the broad functions expected of
public service and outreach faculty.
General Considerations
Public service and outreach faculty rank should be reserved for a faculty
position whose major duties (51 percent or more) are principally and directly
involved in the public service and outreach function. As a corollary, individuals
in such a position should be eligible for public service and outreach faculty rank
only if the duties of the position make it possible for the individual to qualify
for progress along the public service and outreach career ladder. Furthermore,
the types of activities involved in the position should require a level of
knowledge and skills for which one or more graduate or advanced professional
degrees is either essential or highly desirable.
Some positions in the university carry both public service and outreach
and academic instructional or research duties. They are called joint-staff
positions. In such cases, the individual may carry either the public service
and outreach or academic rank depending on percentage of duties. Those
who qualify and elect to do so can be nominated for professorial rank in
lieu of public service and outreach rank.
General Categories of Public Service and Outreach Faculty Functions
All faculty positions in public service and outreach require significant
contribution and demonstrated impact in one or more of the three general
functions described below:
A. Instruction and Training. Defined as the range of activities in a variety
of settings that include educational needs assessment, program and project
development and coordination, instructional materials development,
delivery of instruction, and program evaluations.
B. Applied Research. Defined as the analysis of problems, opportunities, or
issues of demonstrable relevance to the mission of the unit in which the faculty
member is employed, using investigative and analytic techniques, meeting
academic and/or professional standards, and leading to a published product.
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C. Consultation and Technical Assistance. Defined as providing, in an
advisory capacity, specialized knowledge applicable to a client or client
group for which the faculty member is qualified to render professional
counsel. These advisory activities must, of course, be part of the mission of
the unit in which he/she is employed.
The delivery process may be structured or unstructured and may include
activities that range from assistance in technical tasks to needs assessments to
development of organizational structure and function and information
dissemination.
Special Conditions
In some cases, the budgeted and assigned duties of public service and outreach
faculty, as revealed in the job descriptions of their public service and outreach
positions, do not specifically match these generalized categories of public
service and outreach. Unjustified modification of an employee’s job
description merely to fit within these generalized categories should be
avoided. Nevertheless, it is important that every public service and outreach
faculty position should be composed of one or more of these general functions
(i.e., instruction and training, applied research, or consultation and technical
assistance).
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PART III
Appointment Process
Introduction
While factors to be assessed for initial appointments and for promotion in rank
are identical, there is a significant difference in emphasis. The principal
difference resides in the fact that for initial appointments, inferences must be
made from prior educational achievement, related work experience,
professional achievement, and personal characteristics that demonstrate
potential for quality performance of university duties in the position and at the
rank recommended.
Public Service and Outreach Administrators/Unit Directors
For those administrator and unit director positions that report directly to the
Vice President for Public Service and Outreach, the candidate must be at the
level of senior public service associate or qualify for the appointment at the
senior public service associate faculty rank. Upon selection, that person will
be designated as such. After the customary administrative review within the
university, the recommendation will be forwarded to the President for
approval.
Appointment Procedures for Public Service and Outreach Faculty
Recommendations for new appointments to the public service and outreach
faculty originate within various university units. Public service and outreach
faculty rank is limited to persons with a minimum of 51 percent public service
and outreach responsibility. Deans/directors/department heads should meet
with senior faculty of their divisions and departments to seek their advice and
recommendations concerning the specifications of position duties,
responsibilities, the important characteristics needed to fill the position, and
determination of appropriate rank upon appointment of the candidate.
The dean/director/department head then forwards to the Vice President for
Public Service and Outreach one copy of a dossier containing the following
information:
A. A cover letter that contains the following:
1. The purpose of the appointment in relation to the public service
and outreach division and university needs and the duties the
nominee is expected to perform.
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2.
3.
4.

The nominee’s professional competence as evidenced by
previous study, relevant experience, and accomplishments in
prior positions.
The nominee’s standing among those of his/her specialty.
A description of the process used to evaluate both the need
for the position (if a new position) and the qualifications of
the individual being proposed to fill the vacancy. The
composition, actions, and recommendations of the search
committee should be described.

B. A curriculum vitae summarizing biographical, personal, and
professional data for the candidate’s entire career in reverse
chronological order. This document should include a complete list of
the publications of the candidate, including journal articles, books,
monographs, bulletins, and others. In addition, the vitae may include (as
appropriate) a list of honors, awards, conference presentations, invited
lectures and papers, exhibitions, displays, prizes, grants and contracts,
consultantships, and any other information that reflects the candidate’s
professional achievements.
B. A curriculum vitae, in reverse chronological order, summarizing the
biographical, personal, and professional data of the candidate that may
include a list of publications such as books, monographs, and bulletins; a
list of honors, awards, invited lectures, exhibitions, displays, prizes, and
consultantships; and any other information that reflects the candidate’s
professional achievements.
C. A job description that should include, at a minimum, the following
three sections: Academic Preparation and Experience, Responsibilities and
Assigned Geographic Work Area, and Required Skills and Attributes.
D. Three to five letters of evaluation should be provided. These letters
should be obtained from qualified, unbiased individuals who know the
candidate professionally and can evaluate scope and impact of his/her
public service and outreach work and accomplishments. Letters of
recommendation used as a part of the appointment packet are acceptable
if evaluative.
For appointments at the level of public service associate and higher, an ad
hoc committee appointed by the Vice President for Public Service and
Outreach will conduct a careful review of the complete dossier and forward
it together with the committee’s recommendation. After reviewing the dossier
and recommendation, the Vice President for Public Service and Outreach
will forward the dossier with a recommendation to the Senior Vice President
for Academic Affairs and Provost, who then forwards it to the President.
The President has full authority to approve all faculty promotions and
13

appointments. No appointment is final until the President has approved it. A
nomination not receiving approval from the President will be returned to the
Vice President for Public Service and Outreach for disposition.*
*Letters offering appointments to prospective faculty should include the following
sentence: “This offer is made subject to administrative approval by the President of the University of Georgia.” Letters of
offer to candidates with expected appointment at the entry level rank, may specify rank of public service assistant. Letters of
offer to candidates with expected appointment for the two senior levels (i.e., public service associate and senior public service
associate) should not specify rank until a review committee has made a recommendation for appointment and it is approved
by the Vice President for Public Service and Outreach.
Also, appointment letters should not specify rank for the two senior levels (i.e., public service associate
and senior public service associate)
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PART IV
Promotion Process
Introduction
Each candidate for promotion will be judged on the basis of his/her superior
accomplishment of assigned and budgeted duties that go beyond what would
normally be acceptable performance and contribution to the reputation of the
University and public service and outreach. Thus, each nomination must be
accompanied by a complete job description that outlines the general duties
involved in the budgeted position. It may prove helpful in establishing the
position’s public service and outreach function to refer to the general
categories of public service and outreach faculty functions on pages 10-11.
The dean/director/department head making the recommendation must present a
complete and careful description of the position in the unit. This description
should clearly establish the superior quality of the candidate’s individual
efforts by describing carefully his/her general activities as they relate to the
elements of the particular job description.
Although evaluated on the superior accomplishment of budgeted and assigned
duties, each candidate will also be judged by performance in duties that go
beyond the job description. The candidate will be expected to have made
significant progress in his/her own professional area. This growth can be
documented by publications, conference presentations, association honors,
awards, fellowships, grants, and contracts as well as by outstanding service in
professional associations as an officer, director, or committee chair.
Since the candidate is a member of an academic community, with the rights,
privileges, and responsibilities that such membership entails, he/she may
become involved with duties in that community, such as service on university
committees, formal classroom instruction, and basic research. Significant
contributions in such activities should be given due consideration by
promotion committees.
Minimum Years in Rank
Under normal circumstances, the minimum time in rank for 12 month, full- time
public service candidates to advance in rank is listed in the chart on page.
Minimum time in rank is counted from the date of the candidate’s appointment or
last promotion and includes the current year. Although appointments may occur
throughout the year, all promotions take effect on the first day of July following
all deliberations and approvals.
The number of years alone does not denote the eligibility of the candidate for
15

promotion. Likewise, Tthis guideline does not prohibit the earlier promotion of a
candidate of outstanding merit. However, , but it does indicate that only especially
meritorious candidates should be recommended for promotion within shorter periods.
If the candidate is asking for an early promotion, the dossier should clearly
reflect that point. The dean/director’s letter must clearly state that the
candidate is asking for early promotion and provide the rationale for
supporting early promotion.
Advancement in Rank and Minimum Years in Current Rank
Public Service Professional
to Public Service Assistant

Appointment 3 years*

Public Service Representative to
Public Service Assistant

Promotion

3 years*

Public Service Assistant to
Public Service Associate

Promotion

4 years

Public Service Associate to
Senior Public Service Associate

Promotion

5 years

*See “Appointment and Promotion upon Receiving an Advanced
Degree” on page 16 17.
Public Service and Outreach Faculty Rank
The requirements for the faculty ranks of public service representative,
public service assistant, public service associate, and senior public service
associate are outlined on pages 3-5 4-5.
Limited-Term Public Service Faculty
Upon appointment to the public service faculty rank, a candidate may count
time and accomplishments while serving in a limited-term faculty position
provided that the duties performed in the limited-term capacity were
equivalent. The dean/ director’s letter must clearly state that the candidate
served as a limited-term public service faculty member for a certain period
of time during which the duties performed were equivalent to those duties
performed by a public service faculty member.
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Appointment and Promotion upon Receiving an Advanced Degree
An advanced degree is expected for public service assistants and a terminal
degree is expected for public service associates and senior public service
associates. When a public service professional receives an advanced degree
(Masters or higher) from an accredited institution, recommendation for public
service faculty appointment can be initiated at that time according to the public service
faculty appointment process outlined on pages 12-1314. When a public service
representative receives an advanced degree (but not a terminal degree) from an
accredited institution, the candidate may apply for public service assistant
faculty promotion during the next promotion cycle, requiring a full promotion
dossier.
When a public service representative receives a terminal degree from an
accredited institution, the dean/director will make a recommendation for
promotion to the rank of public service assistant. This recommendation must be
accompanied by the “Recommendation for Promotion” and “Summary
Narrative” forms and be forwarded to the Vice President for Public Service and
Outreach within the designated time frame for consideration during the normal
public service and outreach faculty promotion process. (See pages 24-2526-27.)
No dossier is required in this instance. After the customary administrative review
within the university, the recommendation will be forwarded to the President for
consideration of approval.
Promotion Procedures for Public Service and Outreach Faculty
Promotion recommendations originate in the public service and outreach
administrative unit to which the candidate is assigned. It is expected that
each unit or college establish its own procedures for providing guidance on
dossier preparation and assuring equitable promotion deliberations and
voting processes, while adhering to the guidelines set forth in the current
Guidelines for Appointment and Promotion.
Promotion dossiers are subject to two or three levels of review. A first
review and vote may take place at a department or district level and
forwarded to a college or unit committee for deliberation and vote.
Alternatively, the process may begin at the college/ unit level as the first
level of deliberation and vote. After college/unit vote, the dossier is
reviewed at the university level for recommendation to the Vice President
for Public Service and Outreach.
The dean/director/department head shall meet with and charge the unit’s
public service faculty members who are at or above each candidate’s
proposed rank to thoroughly discuss candidates for promotion and appoint a
chair who will oversee the promotion process. Public service and outreach
faculty who participate in the promotion process (i.e., voting, deliberation,
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etc.) shall be familiar with the current Guidelines for Appointment and
Promotion. These public service members shall conduct deliberations in
executive session and make a recommendation by anonymous ballot on each
candidate, and the record of the vote on each candidate shall be made part of
his/her promotion dossier. Positive votes require a simple majority. Tie votes
are interpreted as negative. After the vote is taken, one or more committee
members may file a minority report within 48 hours of committee decision
for inclusion in the dossier’s succeeding reviews. In cases when the dean/
director/department head’s recommendation is contrary to the vote of the
college/ unit committee, a full explanation of this recommendation should be
included in the transmittal letter.
In those instances where there are less than three public service faculty
members at or above the candidate’s proposed rank available in a unit, the
dean/director/department head will ask the Vice President for Public Service
and Outreach to appoint a committee of public service faculty from outside the
unit. In cases where there are no eligible public service faculty available in the
unit, the dean/director/department head can appoint an ad hoc non-voting
member to serve during the committee’s deliberations to clarify the
candidate’s role and contributions to the college/unit/department in
relationship to the promotion expectations.
For candidates who were nominated but not promoted the previous year,
appropriate documentation may be reused, but new material, including
additional letters, is expected.
Dossier for Promotion
The dean/director/department head of the university unit shall forward to the
Vice President for Public Service and Outreach one original hardcopy and an
electronic copy of the dossier submitted on one USB flash drive, with two PDF
files. File 1 is to include sections A through E; File 2 is to include Section F
(see below for description of each Section). All written materials should be
saved as a *searchable PDF document, except for the “Recommendation for
Promotion Form” (Section F). The dossier shall contain the following
information:
* To create a searchable PDF file, compose documentation in MS Word and
Save as Adobe PDF.
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Section A. A cover letter written by the dean/director/department head that
contains the following information, referring to dossier documentation as
applicable:
1. The scope and quality of the candidate’s job performance for
the budgeted position (as detailed in the job description) held
during the evaluative period under consideration for this
promotion. The letter must indicate an outstanding performance
in the assigned position by evaluating the quality, quantity,
and creativity of the candidate’s performance.
2.

3.
4.
5.

The candidate’s contributions to his/her profession. In
particular, as the individual advances to the senior levels, the
unit dean/director/ department head must evaluate critically
these contributions compared with those of distinguished
colleagues in the field, both at other comparable institutions
and locally. Solicited letters may be used in this latter
evaluation and should be referenced in the cover letter.
The candidate’s involvement with university service and/or
public service and outreach within the community where
he/she resides.
An assessment of the candidate’s future potential, both in
performance and in potential for the next step in rank, if
applicable.
The dean/director’s letter must address situations in which the If the
candidate lacks a terminal degree, is applying for early promotion,
or has served as limited-term public service faculty. , pPlease refer
to pages 3-9 and 14-15-16, respectively for guidance.

This cover letter is the capstone document and a major element of the
promotion package. Its contents are very carefully assessed by the
reviewers and evaluating authorities.
In the case in which the candidate has served a significant amount of time
under two deans/directors/department heads or reports to two units, it is
appropriate to send two cover letters or one letter that is co-signed.
Section B. A curriculum vitae summarizing biographical, personal, and
professional data for the candidate’s entire career in reverse
chronological order. This document should include a complete list of
the publications of the candidate, including journal articles, books,
monographs, bulletins, and others.
In addition, the vitae may include (as appropriate) a list of honors,
awards, conference presentations, invited lectures and papers,
exhibitions, displays, prizes, grants and contracts,
consultantships, and any other information that reflects the candidate’s
professional achievements.
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For purposes of the promotion review process, the candidate is requested to
include notation(s) within the curriculum vitae to clearly distinguish those
scholarly activities that have occurred since appointment or last promotion
from those that occurred earlier and were already counted towards
appointment or a prior promotion.
Section C. A complete job description stating the full scope of the
candidate’s responsibilities. The job description should include, at a
minimum, the following three sections: Academic Preparation and
Experience, Responsibilities and Assigned Geographic Work Area, and
Required Skills and Attributes. The more realistic—and the less idealistic—
the components of the job description, the easier it will be for the review
committees to determine the degree to which the candidate meets or exceeds
these expectations. If the candidate has occupied more than one job since last
promotion, aspects of each job should be delineated and noted in this
section. The job description section should be no more than three pages.
Section D. A thorough documentation of the superior achievements of the
candidate in his/her job assignment, not to exceed 30 pages including
supporting materials. Emphasis in this section should be on the candidate’s
achievements since appointed/promoted to present rank. References to
supporting evidence should be made when appropriate. This documentation
must clearly demonstrate outstanding contribution to the unit/organization and
impact of the outreach work.
The documentation must emphasize the impact, results, and outcomes of the
work rather than the quantity of products, the number of repetitions of a
specific program, the number of participants, or the number of booklets
distributed as examples. (See Note 35 on pages 8 6-7 for examples of impact.)
Describing If problem the complexity of the work was an issue, it should be
identified, as should and its the importance of the work to society in general
or the client group in particular are important contributions to the
documentation.. Where possible, the evidence should include evaluations of
the candidate’s work by peers, participants, clients, supervisors, and other
reliable evaluators. Where collaborative professional efforts are involved, the
nature and level of the candidate’s contribution must be specified. The
absence of such an assessment is often interpreted as an indication that the
candidate’s contribution was a minor one.
Section E. Letters of Evaluation. The nomination of a candidate should be
supported by letters from no more than five authorities who can provide a
critical and detailed evaluation of the candidate. Candidates for public
service associate and senior public service associate should strongly consider
including letters from regional, national, and/or international authorities. The
unit dean/director/department head should make the request for such letters.
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A suggested format, which includes prompts for the evaluator to include in
his or her letter can be found on page 2325.
Letters of Evaluation should be written on letterhead with an original
signature, and may be mailed or sent by e-mail as a scanned attachment. In
order to provide a context of the candidate’s academic qualifications and
experience, the candidate’s curriculum vitae may be included with the request
for evaluation. However, letters of evaluation should be focused on the
appraisal of achievements and impact of the work from the perspective in which the
evaluator knows the candidate.
One sample letter sent by the director to the evaluators should be included in
the same section of the dossier as the letters of evaluation. A short paragraph

about each authority and his/her reputation in his/her respective field
should also be included.

These letters are extremely important. They often make the difference
between success and failure of a promotion recommendation. Each letter
should not merely be supportive; it must be critically evaluative and
analytical, discussing the impacts of the candidate’s contributions and/or
work.
Section F. The completed “Recommendation for Promotion” and
“Summary Narrative” forms are required by the UGA Office of Faculty
Affairs. The “Recommendation for Promotion” form should be
downloaded from the UGA Public Service and Outreach website at:
https://provost.uga.edu/_resources/documents/promoform_NTT.pdf
The years of rank and years at the institution should include the current
academic year. Pages 24-2526-27 specify the documentation to be
summarized and a format to be used. Together, these forms should not
exceed two pages in total length.
Advisory Committee
The Vice President for Public Service and Outreach may appoint one or
more public service and outreach advisory committees, made up of a
diverse group of public service faculty to review promotion nominations
and to provide recommendations. Deans/directors/department heads may
be requested by the Vice President for Public Service and Outreach to
furnish lists of highly competent individuals of equal or higher rank who
are appropriate for such service. Committees should reflect diversity of
public service activities and programs. Committee members may elect their
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own chair, or the Vice President may appoint the chair. The advisory
committee may appoint ad hoc subcommittees to evaluate individual
nominations.
It is not the primary purpose of the members of an advisory committee to
serve as experts in all of the functions exercised by candidates under
consideration. The major purpose of a committee member is, instead, to
assess the strength of the substantive evaluation of the candidate that has
been made by the candidate’s public service and outreach unit and by outside
experts in his/her field so as to determine whether this prior evaluation meets
the standards embodied in the Guidelines. The advisory committee will also
attempt to gauge the candidate’s overall contribution based on evidence
presented in the dossier, thereby complementing the substantive evaluation at
the public service and outreach administrative unit level. The committee
should give primary consideration to the assessment of the candidate by those
responsible for supervising his/her performance of duty and by those who
can best assess the success of his/her efforts.
Guidelines for Deliberations
The achievement, performance, and potential for future performance of individuals
those nominated for appointment or promotion rests ultimately on the professional
judgments of the decision makers and how they view the evidence submitted to them.
Decision-making about such matters is more an art than a science and involves a widerange of variables. It is the responsibility of each candidate to submit a complete and
clear dossier for consideration. The advisory committee will consider the definitions,
requirements, and criteria outlined in the guidelines for the particular rank when
deliberating on each candidate nominated. These judgments are in many ways
subjective because the reviewers are assessing the totality of the candidate’s
contributions based on elements of quality performance that are often not easy to
quantify of the non-quantifiable nature of many elements of quality performance,
such as productivity and reputation and the concertation and diversity of work.
The following considerations suggestions are offered as guidelines to aid the committee
in its deliberations:
A. Reputation and versus productivity. Questions relating to reputation
versus productivity and performance are difficult ones. Reputation usually
reflects performance. There are enough exceptions, however, to justify a
word of caution, particularly when performance may be more critical for
the entry- level ranks. In general, All candidates are expected to meet the
standard of consistent performance and productivity required of the rank.
In addition, as the candidate progresses through the ranks, the superior
accomplishments should be reflected by his/her increasing professional
reputation and viewed as beneficial to the overall reputation of the
university.
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B. Concentration versus diversity. Some candidates may present
Although a candidate with several a diverse portfolio of outstanding
work, while other candidates may present a skills is recognized as a rare
and desirable addition to the faculty, it is also true that a candidate’s
record of outstanding quality and quantity of work in only one category
(i.e., instruction and training, applied research, or consultation and
technical assistance) should be sufficient to justify his/her promotion.
The key point is to measure achievement in these categories according to
the job responsibilities assigned and the opportunities that position
provides or requires for either concentration or diversification of
activities.
C. Lack of a terminal degree. See Note 34 on pages 6-78.
The advisory committee will adhere to the be guided in their deliberations and actions
by University’s Affirmative Action plan during its deliberations and actions.
Role/Action of the Vice President for Public Service and Outreach
The Vice President for Public Service and Outreach, in consultation with one
or more advisory committees, reviews the complete dossier and, if approved,
forwards it with a recommendation to the Senior Vice President for
Academic Affairs and Provost, who, after if approvesal, forwards it to the
President. No promotion is final until the President has approved it.
Appeal Procedure
Negative recommendations for promotion at the university committee level
may be appealed. Appeal requests must be in writing in the form of a letter
submitted by the dean/director/department head of the nominating unit and
addressed to the Vice President for Public Service and Outreach within seven
days after notification of the negative recommendation.
The dean/director/department head’s appeal request should include a detailed
explanation of the relevant circumstances and/or reasons justifying the
reconsideration. Reasons for appeal must be based on the original dossier
materials and may reference evidence or content within the dossier packet
that the dean/ director/department head believes may have been overlooked
or undervalued by the committee and/or perceived procedural irregularities
that may have affected the dossier’s review. This letter of request is the
only new information allowed in the appeals process. It is not the purpose
of the letter to introduce new information.
The appeal will be submitted to a separate committee composed of senior
public service associates. It is not the responsibility of the appeals committee
to conduct an additional comprehensive review of dossier contents. Instead,
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the committee is charged with critically analyzing the letter of appeal relative
to the university committee’s vote to determine if there are stark and
substantial grounds for disagreement with the original decision. The
reappraisal will be submitted to the Vice President for Public Service and
Outreach for final approval.
Unit/department reviews and appeals are to be handled at the unit/department
Level based on established procedures.
Relationship of Promotional and Annual Raises
The promotional raise is given to acknowledge a corpus of work that was
produced over a period of years and is effective at the same time as annual
merit raises. The annual merit raise given to a faculty member who will be
promoted effective July 1st should be a separate decision made by the
appropriate administrator. The amount of the annual merit increase shall not be
diminished because the faculty member was promoted.
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PART V
Forms and Guidelines
SAMPLE Letter for Use in Requesting Evaluation of Candidate
Dear

:
is being considered for a faculty promotion this fall. If
successful, he/she would advance from public service
to public service
Insert a short paragraph briefly describing the unit’s mission, work program,
reach, and the candidate’s responsibilities.
In terms of his/her career, this consideration is an important event, and we want to
obtain the broadest evidence of the merits of his/her candidacy for promotion. One
way to gather this evidence is by seeking expert advice from people such as you who
are particularly able to evaluate a candidate for promotion, such as (candidate’s
name). We would appreciate your candid opinion of his/her qualifications and any
other information you can provide that will help in making a wise decision. Letters of
evaluation that are analytical and evaluative are more instructive to those making
promotional recommendations than letters that are merely supported by
generalizations. We are especially interested in the following:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

The context in which you know the candidate.
The candidate’s professional competency.
The quality and significance of the candidate’s professional public
service and outreach contributions.
Impact of the candidate’s unique expertise, contributions, and
collaborations.
The candidate’s state, regional, or national reputation and relative
standing in his/her field.
Your evaluation of the candidate as a colleague and/or public service
professional.

You may have other relevant thoughts about this candidate that you wish to share with
us that do not fall neatly into one category or another. This is a good place to report
those thoughts.
The University of Georgia will use your reply only in the promotion process. Please
prepare your comments on letterhead, with an original signature, and mail or send by email as a scanned attachment, your letter to me no later than
.
With appreciation for your helpfulness in this matter.
Sincerely, Dean/Director/Department Head
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UNIVERSITY OF GEORGIA RECOMMENDATION FOR PROMOTION FORM
FOR ACADEMIC PROFESSIONAL, LECTURER, LIBRARIAN, PUBLIC
SERVICE, AND RESEARCH SCIENTIST RANKS
(This form cannot exceed one page)
Candidate’s Full Name
School/College/Department:

_

_

Current Rank Title:

Number Years in Current Rank*:

Recommended Rank Title:
Number Years at UGA*:

Number Years Teaching at UGA (if applicable):_

Highest Degree Earned:

_
(Signatures and Votes Required As Applicable)

UNIT PROMOTION REVIEW:
PROMOTION VOTE:
#Yes

#No

Recommend: (circle one) Yes No

Promotion Unit Committee Chair’s Signature

Date

Promotion Unit Head’s Signature

Date

DEAN’S PROMOTION REVIEW (as applicable to position):

Dean/Director’s Signature

Recommend: (circle one) Yes No

Date

UNIVERSITY PROMOTION REVIEW:
PROMOTION VOTE:
#Yes #No

Recommend: (circle one) Yes No

University Promotion Review Committee Chair’s Signature

Date

VP/ASSOC. PROVOST’S PROMOTION REVIEW (as applicable to position): Recommend: (circle one) Yes
No
Vice President/Associate Provost’s Signature

Date

PROMOTION APPROVED:

(circle one) Yes No

Senior Vice President for Academic Affairs & Provost’s Signature

Date
(circle one) Yes No

President’s Signature

Date
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Summary Narrative
Since Last Promotion or Appointment
(This form cannot exceed one page)

1. Budgeted and assigned duties (including geographic work area):
2. Professional achievements:
3. Publications, awards, honors, contracts and grants:
4. Other (including university service, formal instruction, research, and/or
significant community service):
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Dossier Preparation Guidelines
While each nominee and his/her dean/director/department head are free to
handle the form of documentation in the most suitable way, proper packaging
and submission of the dossier is expected.
Organizing Dossier Content
The following list of sections and contents are cross-referenced to pages in
the Guidelines where they are described. As stated in the Guidelines, every
section should be included with contents tailored to the individual.
COVER PAGE (see page 2729)
TABLE OF CONTENTS (see page 2729)
SECTION A: COVER LETTER (see page 17-18-19)
SECTION B: CURRICULUM VITAE (see pages 1819)
SECTION C: JOB DESCRIPTION (3-page maximum—see page 181920)
SECTION D: DOCUMENTATION OF ACHIEVEMENTS
(30-page maximum—see page 1920-21)
D-1 Documentation of Achievements
D-2 Supporting Evidence
SECTION E: LETTERS OF EVALUATION (see page 19-20)
E-1 References of Letters of Evaluation
E-2 Sample Letter for Use in Requesting Evaluation of Candidate
(see page 2325)
E-3 Letters of Evaluation
SECTION F: RECOMMENDATION FOR PROMOTION FORM and
SUMMARY NARRATIVE (one-page maximum for each document—see
pages 2426 and 2527)
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Submitting the Dossier
The candidate must submit one hard copy and one electronic copy according to
the directions below.
For the hard copy dossier, all materials and summaries should be loose-leaf
bound, including the cover letter from the official initiating the nomination.
Please see page limits for Sections C, D, and F on page 19.
Use a 1½ʺ “clear view” binder —loose-leaf, 3-ring, 11ʺ by 8½;ʺ NO DRINGS. Inside the clear front cover of the binder, there should be a white
sheet with the following information:
Full Official Name of Candidate
College & Administrative Unit
Recommended for Promotion Rank of:
Current Rank:
Official Date of Last Promotion:
This same information should be placed on the spine of the binder.
The dossier, including support material, should be confined to the one 1½ʺ
dossier notebook. If the committee desires to review additional support
material, the candidate will be notified. It is a good idea to prepare all
support material just in case the committee makes such a request.
A. The first page of the dossier should indicate the full official name
of the candidate. The second page should be , followed by a
detailed Table of Contents with page numbers so that readers can
locate items easily.
B. The materials should be organized and clearly labeled according to
the categories used for documentation. Unit deans/directors/department
heads are reminded again that the emphasis throughout the dossier is
on quality over quantity. Those who review promotion materials at the
unit level should be especially careful that the dossier is not packed
with unnecessary materials.
C. Identification tabs should be attached to a separate sheet at the beginning
of each category (Example: A., B., etc.).
D. Plastic sleeves should not be used unless there are unique sensitive/delicate
materials.
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E. An electronic copy of the dossier must be submitted on one USB flash drive,
with two PDF files. File 1 is to include sections A through E; File 2 is to
include Section F (see below). All written materials should be saved as a
searchable PDF document, except for the “Recommendation for Promotion
Form” (Section F).*
1. PDF File 1 includes the following sections:
• Section A should consist of Cover, Table of Contents, and Cover
Letter
• Section B should consist of Curriculum Vitae
• Section C should consist Job Description
• Section D should consist of Documentation of Achievements
• Section E should consist of Letters of Evaluation
2. PDF File 2 includes the following section:
• Section F should consist of Recommendation for Promotion Form
and Summary Narrative

* To create a searchable PDF file, compose documentation in MS Word and
Save as Adobe PDF.
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AD HOC COMMITTEE
The Ad Hoc Committee to advise the Vice President for Public Service
and Outreach on the revisions of the Public Service and Outreach Faculty
Rank Guidelines for Appointments and Promotion consisted of the
following UGA public service and outreach faculty.
PAUL BROOKS, Senior Public Service Associate, Associate Vice President,
Office of the Vice President for Public Service and Outreach
SUE CHAPMAN, Senior Public Service Associate, Associate State 4-H
Leader, 4-H and Youth
LORI DUKE, Senior Public Service Associate, Assistant Dean for Experience
Programs, College of Pharmacy CAROLINA DARBISI, Senior Public Service
Associate, Assistant Director, J.W. Fanning Institute for Leadership
Development
MICHELLE ELLIOTT, Public Service Associate, Interim Director, Archway
Partnership
MARK FOSTER, Senior Public Service Associate, Manager; Strategic
Operations and Planning Assistance, Carl Vinson Institute of Government
DARREL HULSEY, Senior Public Service Associate, Director, International
Trade Center, Small Business Development Center
MICHAEL MARTIN, Senior Public Service Associate, Director of Extension
County Operations, Cooperative Extension
BETH MELNIK, Senior Public Service Associate, Associate State Director,
Small Business Development Center KRIS IRWIN, Senior Public Service
Associate, Associate Dean for Outreach, Warnell School of Forestry and
Natural Resources
PAULA SANFORD, Senior Public Service Associate, Carl Vinson Institute of
Government
ROBERT C. SMITH, Senior Public Service Associate, District Extension
Director, Extension
MARITZA SOTO-KEEN, Senior Public Service Associate, J.W. Fanning
Institute for Leadership Development ANDREA SCARROW, Senior Public
Service Associate, Southwest District Director, Cooperative Extension
ANDREA SCARROW, Senior Public Service Associate, Southwest District
Director, Cooperative Extension
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THERESA WRIGHT, Senior Public Service Associate, State Services and
Decision Support, Carl Vinson Institute of Government
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